Perfect practice makes perfect
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I commend the authors for implementing this surgical education study.1 With Competence by Design (CBD) on our doorstep, surgical educators across Canada will be making a significant transition to outcomes-driven and assessment-intense residency curricula within the next few years. For CBD to succeed, we must design and evaluate training and assessment tools that will enrich surgical residency curricula and ensure that residents become competent surgeons who can meet the expectations of patients and society. Due to time and financial constraints, surgical residency programs will have to rely more upon ex-vivo training, such as simulation, to prepare residents for the high-stakes operating room (OR) environment. It has been said time and time again that the fiscal constraints of the healthcare system are eroding valuable intra-operative teaching time. Preparing residents outside of the OR using low- and high-fidelity simulators allows them to acquire technical skills in a low-stakes environment that lends itself to deliberate practice and feedback as they move through the learning curve. This preparation should initiate a meaningful hands-on experience when residents transfer these skills to the OR. Basic skills, such as knot-tying, laparoscopic instrument handling, and even the use of endoscopic instruments, can be learned in an equipped surgical skills laboratory.

The authors have elegantly shown how a ureteroscopy curriculum can be developed by using a novel low-fidelity, relatively inexpensive simulated model. We should encourage discourse and advancement in surgical education research, including determining the most successful ways to prepare residents via simulation. We are only beginning to scratch the surface when it comes to assessing surgical residents outside and inside the OR.

I encourage the authors to look beyond the bench lab and consider the ultimate goal of our efforts as surgical educators – turning out competent surgeons. For this to be a methodical and valid endeavour, intra-operative assessment will be a critical step. Further efforts on development, refinement, and validation of assessment tools and methods of collecting, analyzing, and disseminating these data will be paramount. The OR remains a challenging environment to assess residents’ surgical skills, as the priority is safe and effective patient care, as it should be. Innovative and non-intrusive methods of assessing surgical competency is highly desirable and therefore should be the focus of educators over the next few years as CBD is integrated into training. We have seen that training in a surgical skills laboratory leads to residents’ improvement in the ex-vivo environment, but the question remains as to the extent to which this improvement transfers to the high-stakes OR environment.

For CBD to be successful in surgical residency, the assessment tools we use in the OR will need to be valid and reliable, and have the ability to be implemented in a safe manner without compromising patient care. As a surgeon educator, I look forward to the challenges of implementing CBD and ultimately improving the way we train future surgeons.
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